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الصف الرابع الابتدائى 1

Listening

1. Listen and write (True) or (False):

1  Egypt is a small city with lots of farming lands. (…………………)

2  Farmers work in farming lands.  (…………………)

3  Farmers grow vegetables like onions and potatoes. (…………………)

4  Farmers grow fruits like pineapples.  (…………………)

Reading

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  ………………………… are my favorite fruit.

a) Potatoes b) Onions c) Carrots d) Bananas

2  Camels live ………………………… than horses.

a) long b) the long c) longest d) longer

3  Rhim gazelles have big ears and long ………………………… on their heads.

a) feet b) horns c) tails d) coats

4  I like reading, ………………………… I don’t like drawing.

a) and b) so c) but d) because

3. Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

insects – fish – scary – crocodiles

Samar and Nahla are friends. Samar thinks that spiders are …………(1)…………. But Nahla 

tells her that spiders have an important role to do in the environment. Farmers like spiders 

because they eat …………(2)………… . Samar thinks that crocodiles are scary. Nahla tells her that 

…………(3)………… are important because they eat insects, birds, and lizards.

4. Read and match (A) with (B):

A B
1  Dad is a scientist, ...

2   The crocodile is huge and scary, ...

3  I don’t eat candy, ...

4  A palace is where ...

a. (    ) an emperor lives.

b. (    ) a gardener lives.

c. (    ) but the spider is scarier.

 d. (    ) but I like fruit.

e. (    )  he likes looking at animals and

plants.

4
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5. Read the text and answer the questions: 
Cheng was a gardener who lived in China. One day, the emperor decided to hold a competition

to choose the next emperor. He gave a dead seed to each gardener to grow a beautiful plant, but he 
didn’t tell them it was dead. Cheng put the seed in the sun and gave it water, but nothing happened. 
At the palace, all the gardeners had beautiful plants, but Cheng had nothing. The emperor chose 
Cheng as the winner because he was the only good and honest one. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: A

1  Cheng was a gardener in  ………………………… .

a) Japan b) China c) America d) France

2  The emperor decided to hold a ………………………… to choose the next emperor.

a) party b) event c) competition d) race

Answer the following questions: B

3  What did the emperor give to the gardeners? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

4  Why did the emperor choose Cheng?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Writing

6. Reorder the words to make correct sentences:
1  at school – Judy – a lot of – does – sports.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2  games – She – play – doesn’t – video.    

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3  very - good at – Cheng – was – things – growing.   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

7. Punctuate the following:
I don’t go to school on fridays
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

8.  Write a paragraph of about  TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following guiding
elements:

“Animals we raise in Egypt“

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

chicken – meat

4
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Model Exam 2 30

Listening

1. Listen and write (True) or (False):

1  I don’t like to do a lot of sports at school. (…………………)

2  I like to walk on the weekends.  (…………………)

3  I walk to my grandma’s house with my friends. (…………………)

4  I don’t eat candy.   (…………………)

Reading

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  Ola’s dad is a/an  ………………………… . He likes looking at animals and plants.

a) teacher b) doctor c) scientist d) engineer

2  Camels live in the  ………………………… .

a) river b) desert c) forest d) sea

3  I eat healthy food  ………………………… I play sports.

a) and b) so c) but d) because

4  A: How ………………………… is the camel? B: It’s 400 kilograms.

a) heavy b) much c) many d) long

3. Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

raise – eggs – rice – produce 

 I was having lunch with my mom yesterday. I thought that we don’t produce many foods 

in Egypt. Mom said that Egyptian farmers …………(1)………… most of the things on our dinner 

table.  They grow plants like …………(2)………… and vegetables. They also raise chickens and 

different animals so that we can get milk, …………(3)…………, and meat.

4. Read and match (A) with (B):

A 4B
1   I love burgers, ... 

2   It’s a very interesting place, ...  

3   Cheng was very good at growing 

things ...

4   During the day, ...   

a. (     )  but it’s very hot sometimes.

b. (     ) it’s cold in the desert.

c. (     ) but I only eat it once a week.

d. (     ) and looking after his garden.

e. (     ) it’s hot in the desert.

4

4

3

4
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5. Read the text and answer the questions: 
Sara and Huda are friends. They are working on a school project about rhim gazelles. They used 

the internet to find more information. They found that rhim gazelles look very beautiful. They 
live in the Sahara Desert, and they walk around looking for grass, leaves, and plants to eat. They 
also found that rhim gazelles have big ears and long horns. They have yellow-white coats, which 
protect them from the sun. Like camels, they don’t need to drink a lot of water.

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: A

1  Rhim gazelles have big ears and long ………………………… .
a) feet  b) hooves   c) horns   d) hands

2  They used the ………………………… to find more information.
a) books  b) internet   c) magazines   d) TV

Answer the following questions: B

3  How are the coats of rhim gazelles useful?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4  What do camels and rhim gazelles have in common?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Writing  

6. Reorder the words to make correct sentences:
1  long – How – does – a horse – live?      

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2  are – Snakes – dangerous – more – than – camels.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3  look – Rhim– beautiful – very – gazelles.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

7. Punctuate the following:
how tall is a fennec fox, eman?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

8.  Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following guiding 
elements:

“Crocodiles“

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

How do crocodiles look like? – What do crocodiles eat?

4

6

1
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Model Exam 3 30

Listening

1. Listen and write (True) or (False):

1  Nader is in a wheelchair basketball team. (…………………)

2  He usually practices with his friends on the weekend. (…………………)

3  Nader doesn’t play handball.  (…………………)

4  He eats unhealthy food and drinks little water.  (…………………)

Reading

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  The pelican is a kind of ………………………… .

a) animals b) lizards c) birds d) crocodiles

2  Farmers like ………………………… because they eat insects.

a) cows b) goats c) spiders d) snakes

3   I don’t drink cola ………………………… I exercise every day.

a) and b) so c) but d) because

4  Ice cream is ………………………… delicious than cakes.

a) much b) more c) many d) little

3. Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

river – desert – sand – water 

 There is too much sand in the ……………(1)…………… . However, camels can walk easily on the 

sand because they have large, flat feet. Camels can live without ……………(2)…………… for a long 

time as well. They have special ways to close their eyes and noses to stop the ……………(3)…………… 

from coming in. 

4. Read and match (A) with (B):

A B1  The land in Damietta governorate  ...                             

2  A: How do you feel, pelican?                                     

3  I only drink water ...

4  I don’t play video games ...                                        

a. (    )  B: I’m hungry.

b. (    ) because I’m very busy.

c. (    ) I like them.

d. (    ) because I don’t like cola.

e. (    ) is rich in nutrients.

4

4

3

4
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5. Read the text and answer the questions: 
Hello! My name is Samira. I am in grade four, and I learn a lot about animals at school. 

Yesterday, our science teacher told us about animals. She said that snakes and fennec foxes 
live in the desert. They eat insects, small birds, and lizards, and they control the number of 
small animals. Crocodiles and spiders are scary, but farmers like spiders because they eat 
small insects. It’s true that some animals look huge and scary, but they are all important.

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: A

1  «Lizards» are small ………………………… that live in the desert.
a) birds  b) animals  c) plants  d) trees

2  Samira is in grade ………………………… .
a) five  b) four       c) six   d) two

Answer the following questions: B

3  Where do snakes and fennec foxes live?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4  How can spiders be helpful to farmers?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Writing  

6. Reorder the words to make correct sentences:
1  helpful – Spiders – very – are – to farmers.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2  control – Crocodiles – of – the number – animals – small.   
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3  do – Crocodiles – a very – job – important.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

7. Punctuate the following:
are spiders helpful to farmers

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

8.  Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following guiding 
elements:

“Fennec Foxes“
                                  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Where do they live? – What do they eat?

4

6

1
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Model Exam 4 30

Listening

1. Listen and write (True) or (False):

1  Camels help us carry people and things across the desert. (…………………)

2  Camels are faster than horses.  (…………………)

3  Horses are more beautiful than camels. (…………………)

4  Camels eat grass and drink fresh water.  (…………………)

Reading

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1  His homework is full of mistakes. He needs to ………………………… it.

a) repaint b) remix c) redo d) revisit

2  I like playing tennis, ………………………… I can’t play well.
a) and b) so c) but d) because

3  The fish is ………………………… than the pelican.
a) small b) smaller c) smallest d) a small

4  The most important man in China is the …………………………  .

a) chef b) gardener c) emperor d) prince

3. Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

leaves – sleep – Desert – research

 Habiba is doing ……………(1)…………… on rhim gazelles. She used the internet to find more 

information about them. Rhim gazelles live in the Sahara ……………(2)……………. They eat grass, 

……………(3)……………, and plants. Rhim gazelles don’t need to drink a lot of water. They have big ears 
and long horns. 

4. Read and match (A) with (B):

A B1  Horses eat grass ...

2  I think we raise ...

3  I want to play football, ...  

4  The emperor lived ...

a. (    ) in a beautiful palace.

b. (    ) and drink fresh water.

c. (    ) on a farm.

d. (    ) but my leg hurts.

e. (    ) chickens in Egypt.

4

4

3

4
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5. Read the text and answer the questions: 
Fennec foxes are also called “desert foxes”. They live in the deserts of North Africa. Fennec foxes 

are more active at night than they are during the day. It’s really hot where they live during the day, 
so they hide their bodies in the sand to avoid the heat. Like dogs, fennec foxes move in groups 
of up to ten foxes. They usually eat insects and smaller animals. Their coats are light yellow with 
black tails.

 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:A

1  Fennec foxes are also called “  ………………………… foxes”.
a) sea                        b) farm                 c) wild               d) desert

2  Fennec foxes are active at ………………………… .
a) morning                 b) sunrise  c) night  d) evening

Answer the following questions: B

3  Where do fennec foxes live?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4  What do fennec foxes eat?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Writing  

6. Reorder the words to make correct sentences:
1  plant – Take – the pot – and – the seed.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2  homework – redid – She – her.                   

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3  cheese – Domiati – is – delicious – very.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

7. Punctuate the following:
do you think we raise animals in Egypt
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

8.  Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following guiding 
elements:

“My cousin Adam“
                                  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

wheelchair – practice  

4

6

1

4
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Model Exam 5 30

Listening

1. Listen and write (True) or (False):

1  Cheng lived long ago in Japan. (…………………)

2  The most important man in China was the emperor. (…………………)

3  The emperor decided to make a party.  (…………………)

4  The emperor gave a seed to each gardener.  (…………………)

Reading

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1  Mom says that drinking  ………………………… isn’t healthy.

a) milk b) cola c) juice d) water

2  I like fruits  ………………………… I like vegetables.
a) and b) so c) but d) because

3  The ant is smaller  ………………………… the bird.
a) the b) than c) then d) that

4  We can use camels’ fur to make …………………………  .

a) clothes b) books c) vases d) walls

3. Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

cheese – milk – nutrients – Fishermen

 The land in Damietta governorate is rich in ……………(1)…………… . The farmers can grow rice, 

tomatoes, potatoes, wheat, lemons, grapes, and guavas. ……………(2)…………… catch thousands 

of fish in the sea. Domiati ……………(3)…………… is very famous. About one and a half million 

people live in this part of Egypt. Life is good in Damietta! 

4. Read and match (A) with (B):

A B1   A: Which food comes from our 

country?

2  Lions are more ...

3  Camels have large, flat feet ...                                  

4  Camels are very noisy ...

a. (    ) so they can walk on the sand.

b. (    ) B: I think we grow rice in Egypt.

c. (    ) and they can get angry.

d. (    ) and cute.

e. (      ) dangerous than giraffes.

4

4

3

4
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5. Read the text and answer the questions:
Farmers in Egypt produce many things we eat. They are important for all of us because

they grow different foods for people to eat. They grow vegetables like, onions, potatoes, and 
tomatoes. They also grow many different kinds of fruits like grapes, bananas, mangoes, and 
watermelon. They grow sugarcane, too. We can get the best sugar from sugarcane. Farmers in 
Egypt also raise animals like chickens, goats, sheep, and cows. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: A

1  The underlined pronoun “They” refers to  ………………………… .
a) teachers b) doctors c) farmers d) vets

2  Potatoes is a kind of  ………………………… .
a) vegetables b) fruits c) drinks d) animals

Answer the following questions: B

3  How can we get sugar?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

4  What animals do farmers raise?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Writing

6. Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1  country – food – Which – from – comes – your?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2  rice – grow – We – in – Egypt.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3  table – a chicken – on – the – is – There.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

7. Punctuate the following:
camels are amazing animals
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

8.  Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following guiding
elements:

“What I do to be healthy“

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

What are the things you eat? – What don’t you play?

4

6

1

4
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Listening

1. Listen and write (True) or (False):
Egypt is a big country with lots of farming lands. People who work in these farming lands are 

called farmers. They grow different types of food for us to eat. They grow vegetables like onions 

and potatoes. They also grow fruits like mangoes, bananas, and watermelon.
1  Egypt is a small city with lots of farming lands. (False)
2  Farmers work in farming lands.  (True)
3  Farmers grow vegetables like onions and potatoes. (True)

4  Farmers grow fruits like pineapples.  (False)

Reading

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1  ………………………… are my favorite fruit.

a) Potatoes b) Onions c) Carrots d) Bananas
2  Camels live ………………………… than horses.

a) long b) the long c) longest d) longer
3  Rhim gazelles have big ears and long ………………………… on their heads.

a) feet b) horns c) tails d) coats
4  I like reading, ………………………… I don’t like drawing.

a) and b) so c) but d) because

3. Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

insects – fish – scary – crocodiles

 Samar and Nahla are friends. Samar thinks that spiders are scary. But Nahla tells her that 
spiders have an important role to do in the environment. Farmers like spiders because they 
eat insects. Samar thinks that crocodiles are scary. Nahla tells her that crocodiles are important 
because they eat insects, birds, and lizards.

4. Read and match (A) with (B):

A B
1  Dad is a scientist, ...

2   The crocodile is huge and scary, ...

3  I don’t eat candy, ...

4  A palace is where ...

a. (4) an emperor lives.

b. (  ) a gardener lives.

c. (2) but the spider is scarier.

 d. (3) but I like fruit.

e. (1)  he likes looking at animals and

plants.

4

4

3

4

Model Exam 1 30
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5. Read the text and answer the questions: 
Cheng was a gardener who lived in China. One day, the emperor decided to hold a competition 

to choose the next emperor. He gave a dead seed to each gardener to grow a beautiful plant, but he 
didn’t tell them it was dead. Cheng put the seed in the sun and gave it water, but nothing happened. 
At the palace, all the gardeners had beautiful plants, but Cheng had nothing. The emperor chose 
Cheng as the winner because he was the only good and honest one. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: A

1  Cheng was a gardener in  ………………………… .

a) Japan             b) China           c) America                d) France

2  The emperor decided to hold a ………………………… to choose the next emperor.

a) party             b) event                 c) competition              d) race

Answer the following questions: B

3  What did the emperor give to the gardeners? 

He gave a dead seed to each gardener.   

4  Why did the emperor choose Cheng?

Because he was the only good and honest one.

Writing  

6. Reorder the words to make correct sentences:
1  at school – Judy – a lot of – does – sports.       

Judy does a lot of sports at school.

2  games – She – play – doesn’t – video.     

She doesn’t play video games.

3  very - good at – Cheng – was – things – growing.   

 Cheng was very good at growing things.

7. Punctuate the following:
I don’t go to school on fridays
I don’t go to school on Fridays.

8.  Write a paragraph of about  TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following guiding 
elements:

“Animals we raise in Egypt“

                                  

Egyptian farmers raise many animals on their farms. They raise chickens so that they can 

get eggs and meat. They raise goats and cows, too so that they can get milk and meat.

chicken – meat

4

6

1

4
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Model Exam 2 30

Listening

1. Listen and write (True) or (False):
I like to do a lot of sports at school. I also like to walk on the weekends. I walk to my grandma’s 

house with my family. I really like walking because I can talk to my mom and dad. I don’t eat 
candy. I like fruit.

1  I don’t like to do a lot of sports at school.  (False)

2  I like to walk on the weekends.  (True)

3  I walk to my grandma’s house with my friends.   (False)

4  I don’t eat candy.   (True)

Reading

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1  Ola’s dad is a/an  ………………………… . He likes looking at animals and plants.

a) teacher                          b) doctor  c) scientist           d) engineer
2  Camels live in the  ………………………… .

a) river                                 b) desert  c) forest                d) sea
3  I eat healthy food  ………………………… I play sports.

a) and                               b) so              c) but   d) because                
4  A: How ………………………… is the camel? B: It’s 400 kilograms.

a) heavy   b) much  c) many  d) long

3. Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

raise – eggs – rice – produce 
              

 I was having lunch with my mom yesterday. I thought that we don’t produce many foods in 
Egypt. Mom said that Egyptian farmers produce most of the things on our dinner table.  They 
grow plants like rice and vegetables. They also raise chickens and different animals so that we 
can get milk, eggs, and meat.

4. Read and match (A) with (B):

A 4B
1   I love burgers, ... 

2   It’s a very interesting place, ...  

3   Cheng was very good at growing 

things ...

4   During the day, ...   

a. (2)  but it’s very hot sometimes.

b. (   ) it’s cold in the desert. 

c. (1) but I only eat it once a week.

d. (3) and looking after his garden.

e. (4) it’s hot in the desert. 

4

4

3

4
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5. Read the text and answer the questions: 
Sara and Huda are friends. They are working on a school project about rhim gazelles. They used 

the internet to find more information. They found that rhim gazelles look very beautiful. They 
live in the Sahara Desert, and they walk around looking for grass, leaves, and plants to eat. They 
also found that rhim gazelles have big ears and long horns. They have yellow-white coats, which 
protect them from the sun. Like camels, they don’t need to drink a lot of water.

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: A

1  Rhim gazelles have big ears and long ………………………… .
a) feet  b) hooves   c) horns   d) hands

2  They used the ………………………… to find more information.
a) books  b) internet   c) magazines   d) TV

Answer the following questions: B

3  How are the coats of rhim gazelles useful?
They protect the rhim gazelles from the sun. 

4  What do camels and rhim gazelles have in common?
Both of them don’t need to drink a lot of water.

Writing  

6. Reorder the words to make correct sentences:
1  long – How – does – a horse – live?      

How long does a horse live?

2  are – Snakes – dangerous – more – than – camels.  

Snakes are more dangerous than camels.

3  look - Rhim– beautiful – very – gazelles.

Rhim gazelles look very beautiful.

7. Punctuate the following:
how tall is a fennec fox, eman?
How tall is a fennec fox, Eman?

8.  Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following guiding 
elements:

“Crocodiles“

Crocodiles look huge and scary. They eat small birds and lizards. Some people find 

crocodiles scary, but they control the number of small animals. All animals have an 

important job to do.

How do crocodiles look like? – What do crocodiles eat?

4

6

1

4
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Model Exam 3 30

Listening

1. Listen and write (True) or (False):
My name is Nader. I am in a wheelchair basketball team. I usually practice with my friends 

on the weekend. I play handball but I enjoy basketball more. I eat healthy food and I drink 
plenty of water. I practice and play in the park. 

1  Nader is in a wheelchair basketball team.  (True)

2  He usually practices with his friends on the weekend.  (True)

3  Nader doesn’t play handball.  (False)

4  He eats unhealthy food and drinks little water.  (False)

Reading

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1  The pelican is a kind of ………………………… .

a) animals               b) lizards             c) birds  d) crocodiles
2  Farmers like ………………………… because they eat insects.

a) cows   b) goats                  c) spiders  d) snakes
3   I don’t drink cola ………………………… I exercise every day.

a) and                      b) so   c) but                       d) because                
4  Ice cream is ………………………… delicious than cakes.

a) much               b) more               c) many  d) little

3. Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

river – desert – sand – water 
              

 There is too much sand in the desert. However, camels can walk easily on the sand because 
they have large, flat feet. Camels can live without water for a long time as well. They have 
special ways to close their eyes and noses to stop the sand from coming in. 

4. Read and match (A) with (B):

A B1  The land in Damietta governorate ...                             

2  A: How do you feel, pelican?                                     

3  I only drink water ...                                                  

4  I don’t play video games ...                                        

a. (2)  B: I’m hungry. 

b. (4) because I’m very busy. 

c. (  ) I like them. 

d. (3) because I don’t like cola.

e. (1) is rich in nutrients. 

4

4

3

4
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5. Read the text and answer the questions: 
Hello! My name is Samira. I am in grade four, and I learn a lot about animals at school. 

Yesterday, our science teacher told us about animals. She said that snakes and fennec foxes 
live in the desert. They eat insects, small birds, and lizards, and they control the number of 
small animals. Crocodiles and spiders are scary, but farmers like spiders because they eat 
small insects. It’s true that some animals look huge and scary, but they are all important.

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: A

1  «Lizards» are small ………………………… that live in the desert.
a) birds  b) animals  c) plants  d) trees

2  Samira is in grade ………………………… .
a) five  b) four       c) six   d) two

Answer the following questions: B

3  Where do snakes and fennec foxes live?
They live in the desert. 

4  How can spiders be helpful to farmers?

They eat small insects. 

Writing  

6. Reorder the words to make correct sentences:
1  helpful – Spiders – very – are – to farmers.

Spiders are very helpful to farmers.
2  control – Crocodiles – of – the number – animals – small.   

Crocodiles control the number of small animals.
3  do – Crocodiles – a very – job – important.

Crocodiles do a very important job.

7. Punctuate the following:
are spiders helpful to farmers

Are spiders helpful to farmers?

8.  Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following guiding 
elements:

“Fennec Foxes“
                                  

Fennec foxes live in the desert of North Africa. They are smaller than other foxes.  

They eat insects, small animals, and mice. They are about 1 kilogram.

Where do they live? – What do they eat?

4

6

1

4
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Model Exam 4 30

Listening

1. Listen and write (True) or (False):
Camels and horses are very helpful animals. Camels help us carry people and things across the 

desert. Camels are taller and heavier than horses. Horses are faster than camels. Horses are more 
beautiful as well. They eat grass and drink fresh water. 

1  Camels help us carry people and things across the desert.  (True)

2  Camels are faster than horses.  (False)

3  Horses are more beautiful than camels.  (True)

4  Camels eat grass and drink fresh water.  (False)

Reading

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1  His homework is full of mistakes. He needs to ………………………… it.

a) repaint              b) remix             c) redo  d) revisit

2  I like playing tennis, ………………………… I can’t play well.
a) and  b) so                  c) but   d) because

3  The fish is ………………………… than the pelican.
a) small                     b) smaller  c) smallest  d) a small                

4  The most important man in China is the …………………………  .

a) chef              b) gardener               c) emperor  d) prince

3. Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

leaves – sleep – Desert – research
              

 Habiba is doing research on rhim gazelles. She used the internet to find more information about 
them. Rhim gazelles live in the Sahara Desert. They eat grass, leaves, and plants. Rhim gazelles 
don’t need to drink a lot of water. They have big ears and long horns. 

4. Read and match (A) with (B):

A B1  Horses eat grass ...                                               

2  I think we raise ...                                                  

3  I want to play football, ...                                       

4  The emperor lived ...                                               

a. (4) in a beautiful palace. 

b. (1) and drink fresh water. 

c. (  ) on a farm. 

d. (3) but my leg hurts.

e. (2) chickens in Egypt. 

4

4

3

4
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5. Read the text and answer the questions: 
Fennec foxes are also called “desert foxes”. They live in the deserts of North Africa. Fennec foxes 

are more active at night than they are during the day. It’s really hot where they live during the day, 
so they hide their bodies in the sand to avoid the heat. Like dogs, fennec foxes move in groups 
of up to ten foxes. They usually eat insects and smaller animals. Their coats are light yellow with 
black tails.

 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d:A

1  Fennec foxes are also called “  ………………………… foxes”.
a) sea                        b) farm                 c) wild               d) desert

2  Fennec foxes are active at ………………………… .
a) morning                 b) sunrise  c) night  d) evening

Answer the following questions: B

3  Where do fennec foxes live?
They live in the deserts of North Africa. 

4  What do fennec foxes eat?
They usually eat insects and smaller animals. 

Writing  

6. Reorder the words to make correct sentences:
1  plant – Take – the pot – and – the seed.

Take the pot and plant the seed.

2  homework – redid – She – her.                   

She redid her homework.

3  cheese – Domiati – is – delicious – very.

Domiati cheese is very delicious. 

7. Punctuate the following:
do you think we raise animals in Egypt
Do you think we raise animals in Egypt?

8.  Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following guiding 
elements:

“My cousin Adam“
                                  

My cousin Adam is in a wheelchair basketball team at school. He practices three times 

every week. He plays basketball in the park. He is healthy.

wheelchair – practice  

4

6

1

4
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Model Exam 5 30

Listening

1. Listen and write (True) or (False):
Cheng lived long ago in China. The most important man in China was the emperor. He lived in 

a beautiful palace. One day, he decided to make a competition. He gave a seed to each gardener 
and said that the one who can grow the most beautiful plant will be the next emperor. 

1  Cheng lived long ago in Japan.  (False)

2  The most important man in China was the emperor.  (True)

3  The emperor decided to make a party.  (False)

4  The emperor gave a seed to each gardener.  (True)

Reading

2. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:
1  Mom says that drinking  ………………………… isn’t healthy.

a) milk  b) cola   c) juice                   d) water
2  I like fruits  ………………………… I like vegetables.

a) and            b) so    c) but             d) because
3  The ant is smaller  ………………………… the bird.

a) the  b) than                   c) then  d) that                
4  We can use camels’ fur to make …………………………  .

a) clothes                   b) books                               c) vases  d) walls
3. Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

cheese – milk – nutrients – Fishermen

 The land in Damietta governorate is rich in nutrients. The farmers can grow rice, tomatoes, 

potatoes, wheat, lemons, grapes, and guavas. Fishermen catch thousands of fish in the sea. 

Domiati cheese is very famous. About one and a half million people live in this part of Egypt. 

Life is good in Damietta! 

4. Read and match (A) with (B):

A B1   A: Which food comes from our 

country?                   

2  Lions are more ...                                                      

3  Camels have large, flat feet ...                                  

4  Camels are very noisy ...                                            

a. (3) so they can walk on the sand. 

b. (1) B: I think we grow rice in Egypt.

c. (4) and they can get angry. 

d. (   ) and cute.

e. ( 2 ) dangerous than giraffes.                             

4

4

3

4
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5. Read the text and answer the questions: 
Farmers in Egypt produce many things we eat. They are important for all of us because 

they grow different foods for people to eat. They grow vegetables like, onions, potatoes, and 
tomatoes. They also grow many different kinds of fruits like grapes, bananas, mangoes, and 
watermelon. They grow sugarcane, too. We can get the best sugar from sugarcane. Farmers in 
Egypt also raise animals like chickens, goats, sheep, and cows. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c, or d: A

1  The underlined pronoun “They” refers to  ………………………… .
a) teachers                 b) doctors             c) farmers              d) vets

2  Potatoes is a kind of  ………………………… .
a) vegetables            b) fruits                c) drinks               d) animals

Answer the following questions: B

3  How can we get sugar?
We can get the best sugar from sugarcane.

4  What animals do farmers raise?
Farmers in Egypt raise animals like chickens, goats, sheep, and cows.

Writing  

6. Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1  country – food – Which – from – comes - your?        

Which food comes from your country? 

2  rice – grow – We – in – Egypt.                    

We grow rice in Egypt. 

3  table – a chicken – on – the – is – There.                

There is a chicken on the table.

7. Punctuate the following:
camels are amazing animals
Camels are amazing animals.

8.  Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following guiding 
elements:

“What I do to be healthy“

I want to be healthy so I only eat healthy foods like fruits and vegetables. I do a lot of 

sports at school. I don’t play video games because it’s unhealthy.

What are the things you eat? – What don’t you play?

4

6

1

4
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1. Listen and complete:
water – day – does

A : What .......................... Salma drink?
B : She drinks .......................... , but she doesn’t drink soda.
A : I drink water five times a .......................... .

2. Read and match:

A B
1  Crocodiles are huge  ...

2   Camels are noisier  ...

3  A: Why are spiders helpful?

(       ) B: Because they eat insects.  

(       ) and scary. 

(       ) than foxes.

3. Fill in the gaps using words in the box:
(branches – long – countries)

 The Nile River is the longest river in the world. It travels through 11 .......................... . The Nile 
is about 6,670 kilometers .......................... , that’s like traveling to the center of the earth. The 
Nile has two .......................... : Rosetta Branch and Damietta Branch.

4. Read the passage and then answer the questions:
 Damietta governorate is in Egypt. About one and a half million people live in Damietta. 
Farmers can grow many things like rice, tomatoes, potatoes, wheat, lemons, grapes, and 
guavas. The land is full of nutrients. Fishermen also catch thousands of fish in the sea. Lots 
of animals live in Damietta like cows, goats, and sheep. Domiati cheese is very famous and 
very delicious.

A) Tick (True) or (False): FalseTrue

1  Damietta governorate is in England.      (           )      (           )

2  About one and a half million people live in Damietta.                       (           )      (           )

B) Answer the following questions:
3  What do farmers in Damietta grow?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

4  What do fishermen catch? 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

5. Punctuate the following sentences:

1  i eat vegetables and I play basketball

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2  who doesn’t play video games
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3

15

3

3

4
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Model Exam 2 15

1. Listen and complete: 
right – bigger – than 

A : Which animal is .......................... , the lion or the elephant?
B : The elephant is bigger .......................... the lion.
A : Yes, you are .......................... !

2. Read and match:

A B
1  Tomatoes are green ...

2  The heart pumps ...

3  I like mangoes, but ...

(       ) I don’t like grapes.

(       ) before they are red. 

(       ) the blood around our body.

3. Read and choose the correct answer:  

1  I like football, (and – then – but) I don’t like basketball.

2  We use the (digestive – respiratory – breathing) system to digest food.

3  He’s coughing. Hit him on his (feet – hands – back).

4. Read and re-arrange to make correct sentences:

1   live – Where – the – fennec fox – does?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2   our – breathe – We – through – nose.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3   basketball, – I – sprained – want – to play – my foot – but – I.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

5. Look and write a paragraph of Four sentences. (You can use these guiding words):
“The respiratory system” 

breathe – oxygen – diaphragm – out
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3

3

3

3

3
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Model Exam 3

1. Listen and complete: 
true – foxes – desert 

A : Where do fennec .......................... live?
B : They live in the .......................... .
A : Yes, that’s .......................... .

2. Read and match:

A B
1  We chew food ...

2  Plants near rivers and lakes ...

3  A: How tall is the giraffe?

(       ) B: It’s 5 to 6 meters.

(       ) need a lot of water.

(       ) with our teeth.  

3. Read and re-arrange to make correct sentences:  

1  does – steppe eagle – live – Where – the? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2  to eat – Farmers – us - food – grow – for.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3  than – The ant – smaller – the butterfly – is.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

4  Domiati – Damietta – for – is – cheese – famous. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

4. Look and write a paragraph of Four sentences. (You can use these guiding words):
My favorite food

Egypt – raise – rice – favorite
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

5. Punctuate the following sentences:

1  life is good in egypt!

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

2  what is Damietta governorate famous for
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3

3

4

3

2
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1. Listen and complete:
water - day - does

A : What does Salma drink?
B : She drinks water , but she doesn’t drink soda.
A : I drink water five times a day.

2. Read and match:

A B
1  Crocodiles are huge ...

2   Camels are noisier ...

3  A: Why are spiders helpful?

( 3 ) B: Because they eat insects.  

( 1 ) and scary. 

( 2 ) than foxes.

3. Fill in the gaps using words in the box:
(branches – long – countries)

 The Nile River is the longest river in the world. It travels through 11 countries. The Nile is 
about 6,670 kilometers long, that’s like traveling to the center of the earth. The Nile has two 
branches: Rosetta Branch and Damietta Branch.

4. Read the passage and then answer the questions:
 Damietta governorate is in Egypt. About one and a half million people live in Damietta. 
Farmers can grow many things like rice, tomatoes, potatoes, wheat, lemons, grapes, and 
guavas. The land is full of nutrients. Fishermen also catch thousands of fish in the sea. Lots 
of animals live in Damietta like cows, goats, and sheep. Domiati cheese is very famous and 
very delicious.

A) Tick (True) or (False): FalseTrue

1  Damietta governorate is in England.      (           )      (   ✓ )

2  About one and a half million people live in Damietta.                  (    ✓ ) (           )

B) Answer the following questions:

3  What do farmers in Damietta grow?

They grow rice, tomatoes, potatoes, wheat, lemons, grapes, and guavas.

4  What do fishermen catch? 

They catch thousands of fish.

5. Punctuate the following sentences:

1  i eat vegetables and I play basketball

I eat vegetables and I play basketball. 

2  who doesn’t play video games

Who doesn’t play video games?

3

15

3

3

4
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Model Exam 2 15

1. Listen and complete: 
right – bigger – than 

A : Which animal is bigger, the lion or the elephant?

B : The elephant is bigger than the lion.

A : Yes, you are right!

2. Read and match:

A B
1  Tomatoes are green ...

2  The heart pumps  ...

3  I like mangoes, but ...

( 3 ) I don’t like grapes.

( 1 ) before they are red. 

( 2 ) the blood around our body.

3. Read and choose the correct answer:  

1  I like football, (and – then – but) I don’t like basketball.

2  We use the (digestive – respiratory – breathing) system to digest food.

3  He’s coughing. Hit him on his (feet – hands – back).

4. Read and re-arrange to make correct sentences:

1   live – Where – the – fennec fox – does?

Where does the fennec fox live? 

2   our – breathe – We – through – nose.

We breathe through our nose. 

3   basketball – I – sprained – want – to play – my foot – but, – I.

I want to play basketball, but I sprained my foot.

5. Look and write a paragraph of Four sentences. (You can use these guiding words):
“The respiratory system” 

breathe – oxygen – diaphragm - out

We use our respiratory system to breathe. We breathe in oxygen through

our nose. The diaphragm pulls air into our lungs. We breathe out carbon

dioxide. 

3

3

3

3

3
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Model Exam 3

1. Listen and complete: 
true – foxes – desert 

A : Where do fennec foxes live?
B : They live in the desert.
A : Yes, that’s true.

2. Read and match:

A B
1  We chew food ...

2  Plants near rivers  and lakes ...

3  A: How tall is the giraffe?

( 3 ) B: It’s 5 to 6 meters.

( 2 ) need a lot of water.

( 1 ) with our teeth.  

3. Read and re-arrange to make correct sentences:  

1  does – steppe eagle – live – Where – the? 

Where does the steppe eagle live?

2  to eat – Farmers – us - food – grow – for.

Farmers grow food for us to eat.

3  than – The ant – smaller – the butterfly – is.

The ant is smaller than the butterfly.

4  Domiati – Damietta – for – is – cheese – famous. 
Damietta is famous for Domiati cheese.

4. Look and write a paragraph of Four sentences. (You can use these guiding words):
My favorite food

Egypt – raise – rice – favorite

 Egyptian farmers produce many things. They grow rice, potatoes, 

and onions. They raise chickens, goats, and sheep. My favorite 

food is rice and chicken.  

5. Punctuate the following sentences:

1  life is good in egypt!

 Life is good in Egypt!

2  what is Damietta governorate famous for

What is Damietta governorate famous for?

3

3

4

3

2
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Test 1
(A) Listening

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. The fennec fox lives in the forest. (.......................................)
2. It has big ears. (.......................................)
3. It is bigger than other foxes. (.......................................)
4. It can lose heat from its eyes. (.......................................)

(B) Reading
2 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. Egyptian farmers raise ........................................ .
a. sugarcane b. chickens c. mangoes d. grapes

2. I like walking ........................................ exercising.
a. but b. and c. so d. for

3. The ........................................ is huge and scary.
a. ant b. spider c. snake d. crocodile

4. Crocodiles are ........................................ dangerous than fish.
a. many b. most c. more d. much

3 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

delicious – produce – rice – raise

Soha and her mom are talking about the food that comes from Egypt. Soha thinks 
that we grow (1)………….......……………. in Egypt. She also thinks that we (2)………….......……………. chickens. 
Her mom says that we grow some vegetables like tomatoes and onions. She also 
says that Egyptian farmers (3)………….......……………. many things that we eat.

4 Read and match (A) with (B):

(A) (B)

1.  The land in Damietta governorate
is ...

2. Camels are amazing!

3. The seeds didn’t grow.

4. The fennec fox eats ...

a)  insects, lizards, and small mice.

b) It is 20 centimeters high.

c) Cheng wanted to replant them.

d) rich in nutrients.

e) They’re beautiful, strong animals.

نصوص الاستماع بملف الإجابات

Exams 2024
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5 Read the text and answer the questions:

Hi, I'm Hany. I live with my family in Damietta. The land in Damietta governorate 
is rich in nutrients. The farmers can grow rice, tomatoes, potatoes, wheat, lemons, 
grapes, and guavas. Fishermen catch thousands of fish in the sea. Cows, goats, and 
sheep live in Damietta governorate, too. Domiati cheese is very famous. About one 
and a half million people live in this part of Egypt. Life is good in Damietta!
(A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. About ........................................ and a half million people live in Damietta.
a. one b. four c. two d. five

2. ........................................ catch thousands of fish in the sea.
a. Teachers b. Fishermen c. Farmers d. Engineers

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. Where does Hany live? .................................................................................................................................................

4. What can farmers grow in Damietta? .................................................................................................................................................

(C) Writing

6 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. grow – and – Egyptian – fruits. – farmers – vegetables
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. dangerous – Spiders – than – are – cats. – more
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. things – We – Egypt. – produce – in – many
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7 Punctuate the following:

- we grow rice in Egypt .................................................................................................................................................

8
Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following 
guiding elements:

“Rhim gazelles”
(Sahara Desert – horns)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

GOOD LUCK
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Test 2
(A) Listening

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. The land in Damietta governorate is rich in nutrients. (.......................................)
2. The farmers can grow vegetables and fruits in Damietta. (.......................................)
3. Fishermen catch hundreds of fish in the sea. (.......................................)
4. Domiati milk is very famous. (.......................................)

(B) Reading

2 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. Spiders are ........................................ . Farmers like them because they eat insects.
a. helpful b. scary c. dangerous d. ugly

2. He doesn't lie. He is ........................................ .
a. ready b. empty c. famous d. honest

3. The brown cat is ........................................ than the white one.
a. nice b. nicer c. more nicer d. nicer than

4. The car is not clean. He wants to ........................................ it.
a. cleans b. cleaning c. reclean d. cleaned

3 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

loses – deserts – fur – weighs

The fennec fox is an interesting animal. It lives in the (1)………….......……………. of North Africa. 
It’s smaller than other foxes. It (2)………….......……………. around 1 kilogram. To hear insects and 
small animals, the fennec fox needs big ears. It’s hot in the desert during the day, so 
the fennec fox (3)………….......……………. heat from its ears.

4 Read and match (A) with (B):

(A) (B)

1. An emperor is someone ...
2. Look at the crocodile, ... 
3. I eat vegetables, ...
4. Dogs are thinner ...

 a) it’s huge!
 b) than elephants.
 c) look very beautiful.
 d) but I don't eat chocolate.
 e) who is like a king.
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5 Read the text and answer the questions:

Camels are amazing animals. They are perfect for the desert. Camels have large, flat 
feet so they can walk on the sand. They are very helpful. They carry things and people in 
the desert. They can live without water for a long time. They are strong animals. We can 
use their fur to make clothes. Their milk is delicious. Camels have special ways to close 
their noses and eyes to stop the sand from coming in.
(A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. Camels are perfect for the ........................................ .
a. city b. desert c. farm d. sea

2. Camels have large, flat feet so they can ........................................ on the sand.
a. walk b. dive c. jump d. swim

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. How can camels help people? ..................................................................................................................

4. What can we make from camels’ fur? ..................................................................................................................

(C) Writing

6 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. scarier – is – The spider – the snake. – than
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. to eat – mangoes – I – and – like – grapes.  
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. the – How – live? – camel – does – long
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7 Punctuate the following:

- which food comes from our country ..................................................................................................................

8
Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following 
guiding elements:

“How to be healthy?”
(fruits – video games)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

GOOD LUCK
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Test 3
(A) Listening

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. Horses are heavier than camels. (.......................................)
2. Horses like to drink fresh water. (.......................................)
3. Horses have small eyes. (.......................................)
4. Horses are faster than camels. (.......................................)

(B) Reading
2 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. My brother always drinks ........................................ in the morning.
a. bananas b. grapes c. milk d. watermelons

2. The fennec fox is ........................................ than other foxes.
a. small b. smaller c. big d. heavy

3. ........................................ can live without water for a long time.
a. Birds b. Lizards c. Spiders d. Camels

4. She wants to play handball, ........................................ her hand hurts.
a. also b. but c. or d. and

3 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

Farmers – rich – cheese – Fishermen

Damietta is a beautiful governorate in Egypt. It’s (1)………….......……………. in nutrients. The 
farmers can grow crops like rice, tomatoes, potatoes, and guavas. (2)………….......……………. 
catch a lot of fish in the sea. In Damietta, Domiati (3)………….......……………. is very famous. 
About one and a half million people live in this governorate.

4 Read and match (A) with (B):

(A) (B)

1. Lunch is ready. 
2. The bear sees ... 
3. In a competition, ...
4. A rose is taller than ...

 a) a daisy.
 b) someone tries to win.
 c) surprised and angry.
 d)  I made some special food for 

us.
 e) the pelican.
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5 Read the text and answer the questions:

One day, an emperor in China made a competition. He gave each gardener a seed. He 
told them that the one who could grow his plant would be the next emperor. Everyone 
planted the seeds in a pot and gave them water. All the gardeners had plants that 
grew except one gardener called “Cheng”. Cheng was honest and said that he couldn’t 
grow a plant. The emperor gave the gardeners dead seeds. Cheng became the next 
emperor for being honest.
(A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. An emperor in China made a/an ........................................ .
a. research b. competition c. experiment d. project

2. The gardeners planted the seeds in a ........................................ and gave them water.
a. land b. farm c. bowl d. pot

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. What did the emperor give each gardener? ..................................................................................................................

4. Why did Cheng become the next emperor? ..................................................................................................................

(C) Writing
6 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. The – lived – a beautiful – in – emperor – palace.
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. animals – scary, – Which – cats – are – or crocodiles? 
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. can – Camels – the – live – in – desert.
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7 Punctuate the following:

- the bear is stronger than the pelican ..................................................................................................................

8
Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following 
guiding elements:

“The fennec fox”
 Where does it live?
 How long is it?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

GOOD LUCK
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Test 4
(A) Listening

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. My sister made some special food for us. (.......................................)
2. Egyptian farmers produce only fruits. (.......................................)
3. They grow rice and tomatoes. (.......................................)
4. They raise chickens. (.......................................)

(B) Reading

2 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. Rhim gazelles have big ears and long ........................................ .
a. coats b. fur c. horns d. eyes

2. I think that horses are more beautiful ........................................ camels.
a. than b. then c. that d. this

3. A/An ........................................ is someone who is like a king.
a. doctor b. gardener c. farmer d. emperor

4. Sarah eats fruit ........................................ she practices.
a. and b. but c. or d. for

3 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

controls – scary – job – helpful

There are a lot of animals that live in Egypt. The crocodile is huge and (1)………….......…………. . 
The spider is scarier, but it eats insects. Farmers like spiders because they are 
(2)………….......……………. . Snakes and crocodiles are dangerous, but they eat insects, birds, and 
lizards. This (3)………….......……………. the number of these small animals.

4 Read and match (A) with (B):

(A) (B)

1. I want to play football, ...
2. Camels can live without water ... 
3. The most important man in China ...
4. The bear reaches for the fish. 

 a) for a long time.
 b) It lifts its paw.
 c) at growing things.
 d) was the emperor.
 e) but my leg hurts.
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5 Read the text and answer the questions:

Hi, I am Salma. At school, I read a story about some animals. I found that rhim gazelles 
are very interesting animals. They look very beautiful. They live in the Sahara Desert, 
and they walk around looking for grass, leaves, and plants to eat. They have big ears 
and long horns. They have yellow-white coats which protect them from the sun. Like 
camels, they don’t need to drink a lot of water.

(A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. Rhim gazelles live in the Sahara ........................................ .
a. Desert b. Sea c. Land d. Lake

2. They have big ears and ........................................ horns.
a. short b. big c. small d. long

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. Why do rhim gazelles walk around in the desert? ...................................................................................................

4. What protects them from the sun? ...................................................................................................

(C) Writing

6 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. What – do – produce – in Egypt? – we – foods
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. fresh water. – drink – Horses – eat – grass – and  
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. sports – do – I – at – school. – a lot of
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7 Punctuate the following:

- we raise chickens in egypt. ..................................................................................................................

8
Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following 
guiding elements:

“Farmers in Egypt”
(grow – raise)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

GOOD LUCK
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Test 5
(A) Listening

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. Rhim gazelles live near the Sahara Desert. (.......................................)
2. They have small ears and long horns. (.......................................)
3. Their yellow-white coats protect them from the moon. (.......................................)
4. They eat grass, leaves, and plants. (.......................................)

(B) Reading

2 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. Egyptian farmers grow vegetables like ........................................ .
a. onions b. grapes c. sugarcane d. mangoes

2. The ........................................ lives in the deserts of North Africa.
a. fish b. chicken c. duck d. fennec fox

3. The chef made rice again. He ........................................ it.
a. repainted b. redid c. recleaned d. remade

4. A ruler is ........................................ than a pencil.
a. long b. longer c. longer than d. a long

3 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

feet – delicious – noisy – perfect

Camels are amazing animals. They carry people and things to cross the desert. Their 
milk is (1)………….......……………. . We use their fur to make clothes. Camels are (2)………….......……………. for 
the desert. They have large, flat (3)………….......……………. so they can walk on the sand. They 
close their eyes to  stop the sand from coming in.

4 Read and match (A) with (B):

(A) (B)

1. Rhim gazelles have big ears ...
2. Someone who doesn't lie ... 
3. I think cats are nicer ...
4. Fishermen catch thousands of fish ...

 a) than dogs.
 b) in a palace.
 c) in the sea.
 d) is honest.
 e) and long horns.
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5 Read the text and answer the questions:

Ahmed is twenty years old. He lives in a village near the river in Egypt. There is a 
lot of food that comes from Egypt. Farmers grow many fruits and vegetables there. 
They grow onions, tomatoes, and rice. Farmers grow apples and oranges, too. There 
are a lot of plants near the river. Farmers raise a lot of animals in Egypt. They raise 
chickens for us to eat and get eggs. They are very delicious.

(A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. Farmers grow many ........................................ and vegetables in Egypt.
a. cows b. eggs c. chickens d. fruits

2. Farmers ........................................ a lot of animals in Egypt.
a. raise b. produce c. grow d. plant

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. Where does Ahmed live? .....................................................................................................................................................

4. What do farmers grow in Egypt? .....................................................................................................................................................

(C) Writing

6 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. are – camels. – Horses – faster – than
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. your – you – do – Where – grow – plants?
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. I don’t – eat – fruit. – candy, – I like – but
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7 Punctuate the following:

- camels are amazing animals .....................................................................................................................................................

8
Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following 
guiding elements:

“Camels are helpful”
(feet – fur)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

GOOD LUCK
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 Test Answers1
(A) Listening

Listening Script:

The fennec fox lives in the deserts of North Africa. It is smaller than other foxes. Its 

ears are big. The fennec fox needs big ears to hear insects and small animals. It 

loses heat from its ears.

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. (F) 2. (T) 3. (F) 4. (F)

(B) Reading

2 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. (b) 2. (b) 3. (d) 4. (c)

3 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

1. rice 2. raise 3. produce 

4 Read and match (A) with (B):

1. (d) 2. (e) 3. (c) 4. (a)

5 Read the text and answer the questions:

(A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. (a) 2. (b)

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. He lives in Damietta.

4. They can grow rice, tomatoes, potatoes, wheat, lemons, grapes, and guavas.
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(C) Writing

6 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. Egyptian farmers grow vegetables and fruits.

2. Spiders are more dangerous than cats.

3. We produce many things in Egypt.

7 Punctuate the following:

- We grow rice in Egypt.

8
Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following 
guiding elements:

-  Rhim gazelles live in the Sahara Desert, and they walk around looking for grass, 
leaves, and plants to eat. They have big ears and long horns.
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 Test Answers2
(A) Listening

Listening Script:

The land in Damietta governorate is rich in nutrients. The farmers can grow rice, 

tomatoes, potatoes, wheat, lemons, grapes, and guavas. Fishermen catch thousands 

of fish in the sea.  Domiati cheese is very famous. Life is good in Damietta!

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. (T) 2. (T) 3. (F) 4. (F)

(B) Reading

2 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. (a) 2. (d) 3. (b) 4. (c)

3 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

1. deserts 2. weighs 3. loses 

4 Read and match (A) with (B):

1. (e) 2. (a) 3. (d) 4. (b)

5 Read the text and answer the questions:

(A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. (b) 2. (a)

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. Camels carry things and people in the desert.

4. We can make clothes.
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(C) Writing

6 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. The spider is scarier than the snake.

2. I like to eat mangoes and grapes.

3. How long does the camel live?

7 Punctuate the following:

- Which food comes from our country?

8
Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following 
guiding elements:

-  To have a healthy life, I do a lot of sports at school. I walk to my grandma’s house. 
I don’t play video games or drink cola. I like to eat different fruits.
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 Test Answers3
(A) Listening

Listening Script:

Horses and camels are amazing animals! Camels are heavier than horses. Horses 

eat grass and drink fresh water. Camels can live without water for a long time. 

Horses have strong teeth and large, beautiful eyes. Horses are faster than camels.

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. (F) 2. (T) 3. (F) 4. (T)

(B) Reading

2 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. (c) 2. (b) 3. (d) 4. (b)

3 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

1. rich 2. Fishermen 3. cheese 

4 Read and match (A) with (B):

1. (d) 2. (e) 3. (b) 4. (a)

5 Read the text and answer the questions:

(A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. (b) 2. (d)

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. He gave each gardener a seed.

4. Cheng became the next emperor for being honest.
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(C) Writing

6 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. The emperor lived in a beautiful palace.

2. Which animals are scary, cats or crocodiles?

3. Camels can live in the desert.

7 Punctuate the following:

- The bear is stronger than the pelican.

8
Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following 
guiding elements:

-  The fennec fox lives in the deserts of North Africa. It is smaller than other foxes. Its 
ears are big. It eats insects, lizards, and small mice.
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 Test Answers4
(A) Listening

Listening Script:

My mom made some special food for us. I asked her where our food comes from 

and what Egyptian farmers produce. She said that Egyptian farmers produce fruits 

and vegetables. In Egypt, they grow rice and tomatoes. They also raise chickens.

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. (F) 2. (F) 3. (T) 4. (T)

(B) Reading

2 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. (c) 2. (a) 3. (d) 4. (a)

3 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

1. scary 2. helpful 3. controls 

4 Read and match (A) with (B):

1. (e) 2. (a) 3. (d) 4. (b)

5 Read the text and answer the questions:

(A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. (a) 2. (d)

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. They walk around looking for grass, leaves, and plants to eat.

4. The yellow-white coats protect them from the sun.
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(C) Writing

6 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. What foods do we produce in Egypt?

2. Horses eat grass and drink fresh water.

3. I do a lot of sports at school.

7 Punctuate the following:

- We raise chickens in Egypt.

8
Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following 
guiding elements:

-  There is a lot of food that comes from Egypt. Egyptian farmers grow rice in Egypt. 
They grow other crops like tomatoes and onions. They also raise chickens.
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 Test Answers5
(A) Listening

Listening Script:

Rhim gazelles look very beautiful. They live in the Sahara Desert, and they walk

around looking for grass, leaves, and plants to eat. They have big ears and

long horns. They have yellow-white coats which protect them from the sun.

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. (F) 2. (F) 3. (F) 4. (T)

(B) Reading

2 Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. (a) 2. (d) 3. (d) 4. (b)

3 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

1. delicious 2. perfect 3. feet 

4 Read and match (A) with (B):

1. (e) 2. (d) 3. (a) 4. (c)

5 Read the text and answer the questions:

(A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1. (d) 2. (a)

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. He lives in a village near the river in Egypt.

4. They grow onions, tomatoes, rice, apples, and oranges.
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(C) Writing

6 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. Horses are faster than camels.

2. Where do you grow your plants?

3. I don’t eat candy, but I like fruit.

7 Punctuate the following:

- Camels are amazing animals!

8
Write a paragraph of about TWENTY FOUR (24) words using the following 
guiding elements:

-   Camels have large, flat feet so they can walk on the sand. They carry things and 
people to cross the desert. We can use their fur to make clothes.
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Test 1
(A) Listening

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. Mom made Maged some special breakfast. (.......................................)

2. Farmers grow rice in Egypt. (.......................................)

3. Egyptian farmers raise chicken. (.......................................)

4. Farmers don’t produce a lot of things in Egypt. (.......................................)

(B) Reading

2 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

chloroplasts – microscope – cell – oxygen

A plant is made of millions of cells. The plant cells are very, very small. You can 
only see them with a (1)………….......……………. . There are (2)………….......……………. in the plant which make 
it green. The green plant cells make food for the plant. They use sunlight, carbon 
dioxide and water. The plants give us (3)………….......……………. to breathe.

3 Read and match:

1. We need seeds to ......... a) the small intestine.

2. I want to play football, ......... b) She is coughing.

3. Camels can live without ......... c) but I hurt my leg.

4. The large intestine is around ......... d) grow new food.

e) water for a long time.

4 Read the text and answer the questions:

Rhim gazelles are very beautiful. They live in the Sahara Desert, and they walk 
in the desert to look for grass, leaves and plants to eat. Rhim gazelles have big ears 
and long horns. The horn is about 20-30 cm long. They have yellow-white coats to 
protect them from the sun. They have hooves on their feet. They don’t need to drink 
a lot of water. They live for about 14 years.

Exams 2023
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(A) Choose the correct answer:

1. Rhim gazelles have big ........................................ and long horns.

a. fur b. mouths c. noses d. ears

2. Rhim gazelles live for about ........................................ years.

a. 14 b. 15 c. 20 d. 30

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. Where do rhim gazelles live?
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. Why do rhim gazelles have yellow-white coats?
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

(C) Writing

5 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. oxygen – body. – We – in – need – our
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. the rose. – than – The daisy – more – colorful – is
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. fur – it – The fox’s – keeps – warm. – thick
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

6 Punctuate the following:

- tomatoes have seeds inside. That’s awesome
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7 Write a paragraph of EIGHTEEN (18) words using the following guiding elements:

A fennec fox
● Where does it live?    ● What does it eat?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

GOOD LUCK
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Test 2
(A) Listening

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. The bear is stronger than the pelican. (.......................................)

2. The bear is sad because it has a small fish for lunch. (.......................................)

3. The bear can see the pelican. (.......................................)

4. The pelican is flying away with the fish. (.......................................)

(B) Reading

2 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

teeth – digestive – esophagus – diaphragm

We have different systems in our body. We use our (1)
………….......……………. system to digest 

what we eat. We put food in our mouths. We chew food with our (2)
………….......……………. . Then 

the food goes down the (3)
………….......……………. . It arrives in the stomach. In the stomach, the 

food mixes with the gastric juice.

3 Read and match:

1. The diaphragm is ......... a) wings to fly.

2. I don't eat candy, ......... b) a muscle under the lungs.

3. Birds have ......... c) in the desert habitat.

4. There isn’t much rain ......... d) but I like fruit.

e) Its ears are big.

4 Read the text and answer the questions:

The land in Damietta governorate is rich in nutrients. The farmers there can grow 
rice, tomatoes, potatoes, wheat, and lemons. A lot of fishermen catch a large number 
of fish in the sea. There are a lot of animals which live there like cows, goats, and 
sheep. Domiati cheese is very famous. About one and a half million people live in 
Damietta. Life is good in Damietta! A lot of people like going there to enjoy seeing 
the places there.
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(A) Choose the correct answer:

1. The farmers in Damietta grow ........................................ and tomatoes.

a. mangoes b. rice c. onions d. watermelons

2. About ........................................ and a half million people live in Damietta.

a. two b. four c. one d. six

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. What do fishermen catch in Damietta?
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. Why do a lot of people like going to Damietta?
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

(C) Writing

5 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. fox – loses – The – its ears. – heat – from
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. pumps – around – Our heart – our – blood – body.
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. and – fruits – Farmers – for us. – grow – vegetables
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

6 Punctuate the following:

- Papyrus grows in the nile Delta
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7 Write a paragraph of EIGHTEEN (18) words using the following guiding elements:

The plant cells
● How can you see them?   ● How does the plant make its food?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

GOOD LUCK
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Test 3
(A) Listening

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. When we plant seeds, we can grow a new plant. (.......................................)

2. Roots grow above the soil. (.......................................)

3. Germination is when we plant a seed then it grows. (.......................................)

4. We must water plants daily to help roots grow. (.......................................)

(B) Reading

2 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

birds – control – important – raise

Crocodiles are huge and dangerous. But, they do a very (1)………….......……………. job as they 
(2)………….......……………. the number of small animals. Eagles do the same job. The pelican can 
eat small fish. Crocodiles eat insects, (3)………….......……………. and lizards. Sometimes we think 
some animals are scary and ugly, but they are very helpful.

3 Read and match:

1. The pelican has a yellow ......... a) tallest plant.

2. Without chloroplasts, ......... b) cookies with oats, butter, and honey.

3. A reed is the ......... c) beak to catch fish with.

4. Flapjacks are ......... d) there are a lot of people.

e) plants will not have the green color.

4 Read the text and answer the questions:

One day, Rahma and her mom went to Salwa’s apartment. Rahma was excited, but 
she was a bit worried. Salwa said, ‘Please have some coffee, Rahma. Would you like 
some flapjacks? My mom and I made them.’ ‘Salwa, I am very happy you made them for 
me, but what are flapjacks?’ she asked. Salwa said, ‘They are cookies. I make them with 
oats, butter, and honey. Try a little.’ So, Rahma ate a flapjack and found it very delicious.



ل  الصف الرابع الابتدائي - الفصل الدراسي الأوَّ 7
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ميذ
لتل

ح ا
سلا

(A) Choose the correct answer:

1. Rahma and her ........................................ went to Salwa’s apartment.

a. mom b. dad c. brother d. sister

2. Rahma found the flapjack very ........................................ .

a. bad b. salty c. delicious d. sugary

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. Where did Rahma and her mom go?
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4. What are flapjacks? How are they made?
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

(C) Writing

5 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. chew – teeth. – food – our – We – with
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2. She – homework – night. – her – did – last
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3. move – Some – can – in – the wind. – seeds
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

6 Punctuate the following:

- fishermen catch thousands of fish in the sea
.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

7 Write a paragraph of EIGHTEEN (18) words using the following guiding elements:

How can we have a healthy respiratory system?

(drink – stay away)

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

GOOD LUCK



2
2

ميذ
لتل

ح ا
سلا

ل  اختبارات شهر أكتوبر الفصل الدراسي الأوَّ

 Test Answers1
(A) Listening

Listening Script:

Yesterday, Maged’s mom made him some special lunch. Maged asked his mom where 
this food comes from. His mom said that farmers grow rice and many other vegetables 
in Egypt. She also said that Egyptian farmers raise chicken and produce a lot of things.

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. (F) 2. (T) 3. (T) 4. (F)

(B) Reading
2 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

1. microscope 2. chloroplasts 3. oxygen 

3 Read and match:

1. (d) 2. (c) 3. (e) 4. (a)

4 Read the text and answer the questions:

(A) Choose the correct answer:

1. (d) 2. (a)

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. They live in the Sahara Desert.

4. To protect them from the sun.

(C) Writing

5 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. We need oxygen in our body.

2. The daisy is more colorful than the rose. 3. The fox’s thick fur keeps it warm.

6 Punctuate the following:

- Tomatoes have seeds inside. That’s awesome!

7 Write a paragraph of EIGHTEEN (18) words using the following guiding elements:

-  The fennec fox lives in the desert. It's smaller than other foxes. It eats insects and 
small lizards.



3
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لتل
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ل  الصف الرابع الابتدائي - الفصل الدراسي الأوَّ

 Test Answers2
(A) Listening

Listening Script:

A pelican and a bear are in the lake. They are looking at a fish. The bear is stronger 
than the pelican. The bear is happy because it has a big fish for lunch. But, the bear 
can’t see the pelican because it’s now flying away with the fish.

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. (T) 2. (F) 3. (F) 4. (T)

(B) Reading

2 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

1. digestive 2. teeth 3. esophagus 

3 Read and match:

1. (b) 2. (d) 3. (a) 4. (c)

4 Read the text and answer the questions:

(A) Choose the correct answer:

1. (b) 2. (c)

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. They catch a large number of fish in the sea.
4. To enjoy seeing the places there.

(C) Writing

5 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. The fox loses heat from its ears. 2. Our heart pumps blood around our body.
3. Farmers grow fruits and vegetables for us.

6 Punctuate the following:

- Papyrus grows in the Nile Delta.

7 Write a paragraph of EIGHTEEN (18) words using the following guiding elements:

-  The plant cells are very small. You can see them with a microscope. They use sunlight 
and carbon dioxide to make food.



4
4

ميذ
لتل

ح ا
سلا

ل  اختبارات شهر أكتوبر الفصل الدراسي الأوَّ

 Test Answers3
(A) Listening

Listening Script:

When you take seeds inside any plant, we can grow new plants! We plant a seed 
then it grows. That is called germination. We water plants daily to help roots grow 
under the soil. The plant grows flowers then fruits.

1 Listen and write T (True) or F (False):

1. (T) 2. (F) 3. (T) 4. (T)

(B) Reading
2 Read and complete the text with the words in the box:

1. important 2. control 3. birds 

3 Read and match:

1. (c) 2. (e) 3. (a) 4. (b)

4 Read the text and answer the questions:

(A) Choose the correct answer:

1. (a) 2. (c)

(B) Answer the following questions:

3. They went to Salwa's apartment.

4. Flapjacks are cookies. They're made from oats, butter, and honey.

(C) Writing

5 Reorder the words to make correct sentences:

1. We chew food with our teeth.
2. She did her homework last night. 3. Some seeds can move in the wind.

6 Punctuate the following:

- Fishermen catch thousands of fish in the sea.

7 Write a paragraph of EIGHTEEN (18) words using the following guiding elements:

-  To have a healthy respiratory system, drink plenty of water and stay away from 
smoke. We can also exercise.



   

 1 

mile nglish                 onnect  

est  

1 

1) I practice basketball on Wednesday.    (  ) 

2) I run home from school every day.     (  ) 

3) Noha loves playing video games.     (  ) 

4) Noha only plays video games on Friday.   (  ) 

2 

1- I eat vegetables ........................ I exercise.   

a too b but c so d and 

2- A camel is ........................ than a fennec fox.  

a big b bigger c small d smaller 

3- Maged thinks that Egyptian ........................ is yummy. 

a palace b gardener c food d onions 

4- Spiders are very ......................... They eat insects.  

a helpful b helpless  c dangerous d huge 

3 

delicious - desert - Crocodiles - Camels(  )

........................  are amazing! They’re beautiful, strong animals. They help 

us to carry things and people to cross the ........................ . Their milk is 

........................  . We can use their fur to make clothes! 

4  

 A   B 

1-  Horses can live    you are healthy? 

2-  Egyptian farmers    but I eat fruit. 

3-  Do you think    and I eat fruit. 

4-  I don’t eat candy   produce many things. 

    in the desert. 



   

 2 

mile nglish                 onnect  

5

  The fennec fox lives in the desert of North Africa. It’s smaller 

than other   foxes. lts ears are really big. The fennec fox needs 

big ears to hear insects and small animals. It eats insects, 

small lizards and mice. lt weighs about one kilogram. The fox 

loses heat from its ears during the day. The fox's thick fur 

keeps it warm at night.  

a
1- The fennec fox lives in the ........................  .  
a park   b flat c desert d sea 

2- The fennec fox has ........................ ears . 
a happy b small   c wide d big 

b 
3- What does the fennec fox eat?  

 _________________________________________________________________________________  

4-  Does the fennec fox have fur? 

 _________________________________________________________________________________  

6

1- gazelles - beautiful - very - look – Rhim. 
 _________________________________________________________________________________  

2- The bear - angry - surprised - and - is.  
 _________________________________________________________________________________  

3- is - for - Domiati - cheese - famous - Damietta.   
 _________________________________________________________________________________  

7

the land in damietta is good for crops. 
 _________________________________________________________________________________  

8

( / /  ) raise chickens helpful grow  

 _________________________________________________________________________________  

 _________________________________________________________________________________  

 _________________________________________________________________________________   

 _________________________________________________________________________________  



   

 3 

mile nglish                 onnect  

1 I practice basketball on Wednesday, and I walk home from  

school every day. My sister Noha loves playing video games, 

but she only plays them on Saturday. 
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1- Rhim gazelles are ugly animals.                                                              
2- They have hooves in their feet.                                                
3- They have short horns.                          
4-  Their coats protect them from the sun.                               

 
 

important - scary – farmers – controls 
There are lots of animals live in our country. Sometimes we think some animals 
are ....................................... or ugly, but they are all ....................................... 
Snakes, Crocodiles, and insects maybe scary, but they eat small animals and this 
....................................... the number of these small animals. 

 
 

  

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
1- Ali wants to play football, ………………………… he has to do his homework.  
a) because           b) so                            c) but                           d) and  
2- The bear is ……………………………… than the pelican.  
a) strong               b) more strong         c) stronger                  d) less strong  
3- How long ………………………… the horse live ? 
a) does                  b) is                             c) do                            d) are 
4- The fennec fox loses heat from its ……………………………. 
a) mouth               b) ears                        c) eyes                         d) tail 

 
   

Horses are strong animals. They have large, beautiful eyes. Horses eat grass 
and drink fresh water. They can live in the desert like camels, but they need 
people to look after them. Horses are faster than camels, but camels are 
heavier and usually taller. Horses live for about 25-30 years.  

 
 

 
 

(a) many foods in Egypt.  1- We have fish and rice ..  

(b) noisier than the spiders. 2- The crocodile …  

(c) is dangerous and huge. 3- Egyptian farmers produce 

(d) amazing animals. 4- parrots are …  

(e) for our lunch.   

Prim 4 
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Choose the correct answer 

 

1- Horses eat ………………………………………….. 
a) fish                                    b) chickens           c) meat                  d) grass 
2- They have large eyes. This means they have …………………. eyes. 
a) small                                 b) big                     c) tall                      d) long   

 

questionsAnswer the following  
 

 

3- Which are heavier, horses or camels ? 
............................................................................................................................. ..... 
4- Summarize the passage in two sentences. 
............................................................................................................................. ..... 
............................................................................................................................. ..... 

 
 

. snakes – dangerous – Lions – than – are – more -1 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

.  get. –eggs  – raise – to – chickens – We -2 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

. water -don’t  –a lot of  – Rhim gazelles – to – need – drink -3 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 
 

my governorate is famous for dates 
.................................................................................................................. 

 
 

fur – desert 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 
 

Rhim gazelles look very beautiful. They live in the Sahara desert, and 
they walk around looking for their food. They have big ears and long 
horns. They have yellow-white coats which protect them from the sun. 
They have hooves in their feet.  
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A. Listening (4 Marks) 
1. Listen and write T (True) or F (False): (4 Marks): 

1. Damietta is one of Egypt's governorates. (      ) 
2. Life is bad in Damietta. (      ) 
3. Farmers can grow a lot of chickens and ducks. (      ) 
4. Farmers can raise animals like cows, goats, and sheep. (      ) 

B. Reading (15 Marks) 
2. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d (4 marks): 

1. I don’t drink cola .......................... other unhealthy drinks. 
 a) but b) and c) so d) put 
2. An emperor is someone who is like a .......................... . 
 a) king b) farmer c) fisherman d) teacher 
3. We produce vegetables like .......................... . 
 a) bananas b) potatoes c) apples d) mangoes 
4. I want to play football, .......................... I hurt my leg. 
 a) and b) but c) so d) put 

3. Read and complete the text with words in the box (3 Marks): 

(delicious – Egypt – special – chickens) 
  Mom made some ............................. food for her son. The food looked 
............................. . Mom asked her son which food came from their country. 
The son thought rice and ............................. came from Egypt. Mom said that 
Egyptian farmers produce many things. 

4. Read and match (A) with (B) (4 Marks): 

A  B 

1. Egyptian farmers raise   (      ) 

(      ) 

(      ) 

(      ) 

(      ) 

looks like a pyramid. 
doesn’t lie. 
rice in Egypt. 
I play football in the park. 
chicken in Egypt. 

2. I play basketball and   

3. In Japan a watermelon   

4. Someone who is honest  

5. Read the passage and answer the questions: (5 marks) 

     Animals are very important for farmers. Egyptian farmers raise a lot of 
animals. They keep and feed chickens to get eggs and meat. They keep and 
feed cows to get milk and meat. They keep and feed goats to get milk and 
meat. They keep and feed sheep to get wool and meat. 

Test based on unit 1 

https://me-qr.com/music/13194018?fbclid=IwAR00KXBEQhYO1QXyphvO13t4EPe8tvYJAq4YZTnb3ixijquyW_XraLzbhk8
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a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 
1. This passage is talking about ..................................... . 

a) meat b) wool c) eggs d) animals 
2. The underlined verbs “keep and feed” mean ..................................... . 

a) eat  b) drink c) raise d) cook 
b) Answer the following questions. 

 

3. Why do farmers keep and feed chickens? 
.................................................................................................................  

4. Do farmers keep and feed goats to get milk and meet? 
................................................................................................................  

C. Writing (11 Marks) 
6. Reorder the words to make correct sentences: (6 Marks) 

 

1. good – things – Cheng – at – was – growing. 
.................................................................................................................  

2. do – What – you – healthy – do – things? 
.................................................................................................................  

3. Fishermen – of – the sea – catch – fish – thousands – in. 
.................................................................................................................  

7. Punctuate the following: (1 Marks) 

damietta has lots of food and animals 
........................................................................................................................  

8. Write a paragraph of TWENTY-FOUR (24) words using the following 

guiding elements: (4 Marks) 

(How to keep healthy) 
1. do a lot of sports 
2. drink water 

.................................................................................................................  

..........................................................................................................................  

..........................................................................................................................  

..........................................................................................................................  

..........................................................................................................................  

With my best Wishes 
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Listening Materials: 

Damietta is one of Egypt's governorates. Life is good in Damietta. About one 
and a half million people live in Damietta. It has fertile soil, so farmers can 
grow a lot of vegetables and fruits. They can also raise animals like cows, 
goats, and sheep. Fishermen can catch thousands of fish in the sea. 

 

 إعداد هذا العمل من 

 :  المستر

ز  م ية للمرحلتي  ز   الابتدائيةدرس اللغة الإنجلت 

 عدادية بالمنصورة والإ 

  : والواتساب رقم الهاتف  

 أدناه   ابط و الر   ههذ  بالضغط للحصول على المزيد يرجى التكرم  

   

 

https://www.facebook.com/Ahmed.Nabil.Sabry/
https://api.whatsapp.com/send/?phone=201066444768
https://api.whatsapp.com/send/?phone=201066444768
https://t.me/mrahmednabil
https://www.facebook.com/Mr.Ahmed.Nabil.Mahmoud
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A. Listening (4 Marks) 
1. Listen and write T (True) or F (False): (4 Marks): 

1. Sarah dreamed of having her own pet dog.  (      ) 
2. Her father wanted to surprise her. (      ) 
3. The cat has soft fur and blue eyes. (      ) 
4. Sarah was very happy to have her new cat. (      ) 

B. Reading (15 mark) 
2. Choose the correct answer from a, b or c (4 marks): 

1. A fennec fox is …………………… than a camel. 
a) bigger b) heavier c) smaller d)  larger 

2. The Sahara Desert covers large parts of …………………… countries in Africa. 
a) eight b) nine c) ten d) eleven 

3. A pelican’s beak is longer …………………… an eagle’s beak. 
a) then b) thin c) than d)  this 

4. …………………help people to carry things and cross the desert. 
a) Camels  b) Eagles c) Rabbits d)  fennec foxes 

3. Read and complete the text with words in the box (3 Marks): 

(scary – controlling – animals – scarier) 
Sara and her mom are talking about …………………… . Sara says that spiders 

are …………………… than crocodiles, while her mom explains that farmers love 
spiders. Sara then moves on to talk about snakes and crocodiles, and her 
mom discusses their role in …………………… the number of small animals.  

4. Read and match (A) with (B) (4 Marks): 

A  B 

1. Horses have large,  (      ) 

(      ) 

(      ) 

(      ) 

(      ) 

than an elephant. 
are in the river. 
flat feet. 
gazelle’s horn? 
beautiful eyes. 

2. A mouth is smaller  

3. How long is a rhim   

4. A pelican and a bear  

5. Read the passage and answer the questions: (5 marks) 

Camels are amazing animals that can survive in bad desert conditions. 
They can travel for long distances without water, because of the fat stored in 
their humps. Their strong feet and long, curved necks help them easily to move 
across sandy areas, and their flat feet keep them from sinking. They also have 
special eyelashes and nostrils that close automatically to protect them from 
sandstorms. Camels are very important in the desert because they are a good 
mean of transport and a great source of milk and meat. 

Test based on unit 2 

https://me-qr.com/music/13194018?fbclid=IwAR00KXBEQhYO1QXyphvO13t4EPe8tvYJAq4YZTnb3ixijquyW_XraLzbhk8
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a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d. 
1. Camels use their humps to store ..................................... . 

a) fat b) water c) food d) small camels 
2. The underlined pronoun “they” refers to ................................... . 

a) camels  b) humps c) areas d) eyelashes 
b) Answer the following questions. 

 

3. Is it easy for camels to move across the sandy areas? Why? Why not? 
................................................................................................................. 

4. Why are camels very important in the desert? 
................................................................................................................ 

C. Writing (11 Marks) 
6. Reorder the words to make correct sentences: (6 Marks) 

 

1. stronger – the – The bear – pelican – is – than. 
................................................................................................................. 

2. the – How – horse – long – live – does? 
................................................................................................................. 

3. I – scary – crocodiles – think – are. 
................................................................................................................. 

7. Punctuate the following: (1 Marks) 

what do you know about camels 
........................................................................................................................ 

8. Write a paragraph of TWENTY-FOUR (24) words using the following 

guiding elements: (4 Marks) 

(A fact file about fennec fox) 
1. Where does it live? 
2. What does it eat? 

................................................................................................................. 

.......................................................................................................................... 

.......................................................................................................................... 

.......................................................................................................................... 

.......................................................................................................................... 

With my best Wishes 
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Listening Materials: 

Sarah dreamed of having her own pet cat. On her birthday, her father 
wanted to surprise her. He visited animal shelters and bought a beautiful cat 
with soft fur and green eyes. Sarah was very happy to have her new cat. She 
thanked her father for his lovely present. She started to take care of it and 

play with it . 

 إعداد   هذا العمل من 

 :  المستر

ز  م  ية للمرحلتي  ز  الابتدائية درس اللغة الإنجلت 

 عدادية بالمنصورةوالإ 

 :  والواتسابرقم الهاتف 

 أدناه  ابطو الر  ه هذ   بالضغطللحصول على المزيد يرجى التكرم 

   

 

https://www.facebook.com/Ahmed.Nabil.Sabry/
https://api.whatsapp.com/send/?phone=201066444768
https://api.whatsapp.com/send/?phone=201066444768
https://t.me/mrahmednabil
https://www.facebook.com/Mr.Ahmed.Nabil.Mahmoud
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 Test on Unit 1 
 

:Listen and write T (True) or F (False) -1 
 

1 We have rice and fish.  (       ) 

2 My mom made a delicious meal. (       ) 

3 I don’t like chicken. (       ) 

4 Farmers raise chicken in Egypt. (       ) 
 

:t with the words in the boxRead and complete the tex -2 

{    emperor -  gardener -  China - competition - palace } 
 Cheng lived long ago in…………….. The most important man in China was 

the………………. He lived in a beautiful………………. One day the emperor said, 

“There will be a…………………….  
 

:ad and match (A) with (B)Re-3 
 

1 Damietta is famous a live in Damietta governorate.  

2 I can speak English b and looking after his garden.  

3 Cheng was very good at growing things  c for Domiati cheese.  

4 About 1.5 million Egyptians d ,but I can speak French.  

5  e ,but I can’t speak French.  
 

4- Read and put true (✔) or false (✘): 
    My mom and I go walking in the desert with my dad. Dad is a scientist and he 

likes looking at animals and plants. We go with him every weekend. It’s very 

interesting, but it’s very hot sometimes! I only drink water because I don’t like cola. I 

love burgers but I only eat one a week. My mom makes yummy salad. 

Put true ( T ) or false ( F ) 
 

1 My dad is a teacher.  (       ) 

2 My dad likes looking at animals and plants. (       ) 

3 My mom makes yummy salad. (       ) 

4 I never go walking in the desert with my dad. (       ) 
 

Answer the following: 

1- Why does she only drink water? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2- When does she go walking in the desert with her dad  ? 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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5- Reorder the words to make correct sentences: 
 

1- is - food - Domiati - My – cheese - favourite. 

……………………………………………………………...……………………. 

2- thousands – in - Fishermen - the sea – fish - of - catch. 

................................................................................................... 

3- grow – Egypt – rice - I – we – think - in. 

..................................................................................................... 
 

6- Punctuate the following:   

where is your plant cheng 

.................................................................................................................... 
 

7- Write a paragraph of Twenty Four (24) words using the following guiding elements: 

 

Your governorate 
 

 ( land – farmers - grow – famous for – life ) 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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:on unit 2 Test 
 

:Listen and write T (True) or F (False) -1 
 

1 There aren’t any desert animals in Egypt.  (       ) 

2 Rhim gazelles have short horns. (       ) 

3 The fennec fox has long horns. (       ) 

4 The fennec fox loses heat from its ears. (       ) 
 

:Read and complete the text with the words in the box -2 

{   desert – at -  after -  grass -  beautiful }   
Horses have large, ………………..eyes. Horses eat………………. and drink fresh water. 

Horses can live in the…………………., but they need people to look…………….. them. 
 

:Read and match (A) with (B)-3 
 

1 During the day,  a than all the other bears  

2 The fennec fox’s thick fur  b Is 20 – 30 cm long.  

3 You are kinder  c it is hot in the desert.  

4 Rhim gazelle’s horn d Keeps it cold.  

5  e keeps it warm.  
 

4- Read and answer the questions:  

A pelican and a bear are in the river. They are very hungry. They are both looking at 

a big, juicy fish. The bear looks at the pelican. “How do you feel, pelican?” he asks. 

“I feel hungry,” says Pelican. “I’m bigger and stronger than you,” says Bear. “But I 

think you are hungrier than me. You can have the fish.” 

“Thank you, Bear!” says Pelican. “You are kinder than all the other bears!”   

  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1-The pelican was ………………………………….than the bear. 

a-hungry   b-thirsty   c-hungrier   d-thirstier 

2-The bear is ……………………..than the pelican. 

a-weaker   b-shorter   c-smaller   d-stronger 

3-The fish looks………………….. 

a-delicious   b-bad   c-small   d-sad 

4-…………………had the fish. 

a-The bear   b-The pelican  c-The fox   d-The dog 
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Answer the following: 

1- Which one is smaller, the bear or the pelican? 

………………………………………………………………………………………. 
2- Do you thig the bear is kind or not ? Why or Why not? 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

5- Reorder the words to make correct sentences: 
 

1- gazelle – How – is - a rhim - heavy? 

……………………………………………………………...……………………. 

2- fur – it – thick – warm – The - fox’s – keeps - fennec. 

................................................................................................... 

3- for - Camels – about - years – live – 40 . 

..................................................................................................... 
 

6- Punctuate the following: 

thank you  Bear 

.................................................................................................................... 
 

7- Write a paragraph of Twenty Four (24) words using the following guiding elements: 

Desert animals 
 

 ( amazing – camels – Rhim gazelle –fennec fox ) 
 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………. 
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1. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d : 

 
 

2. Circle the odd word out:  @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ZòÐÜn‚½a@òàÜØÛa@Þìy@ñŠöa…@É™@

 
 

3. Rearrange the following to make sentences:  ZòÜº@æìØnÛ@pbàÜØÛa@kîmŠm@†Çc          

raise – Egypt – We – chicken – in. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

mixes – juice – The food – the gastric – with. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

breathe – We – through – nose – our. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

bodies – need – in – We – oxygen – our. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 

Our heart...................blood around our body. 
a pumps b pulls c breathes d eats 

I eat rice....................drink milk. 
a and b but c or d so 

........................removes waste. 
a Esophagus b face c large intestine d nose 

We chew food with our......................... 
a teeth b stomach c liver d ear 

He plays football .................tennis. 
a but b and c so d because 
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4. Read the text and answer the questions: 
 

Dalia and Maria are good friends. Dalia is Egyptian and  

Maria is British. Dalia goes to Maria’s apartment. Dalia is excited.  

They are drinking some tea. Maria has a plate in her hands.  

On the plate, there are big, square cookies. They are called flapjacks. 

Maria makes them with oats, butter and honey. Dalia loves flapjacks. 

a.Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d : 

b.Answer the following questions: 

 

5. Read and match:      @                                                               ZÝº@Éi‰a@kn×a           
 

We chew food lungs. 

We have two in your balcony. 

When we breathe with our teeth. 

Put green plants Exercise. 

 we take in oxygen. 

① ② ③ ④ ⑤
 
6. Punctuate the following sentence:                                ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™          

where are you from 

…………………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dalia is from..................... 
a Egypt b France c China d America 

Maria is .................... 
a French b Egyptian c American d British 

You need ................to make flapjacks. 
a oats b vegetables c apples d salt 

What does Maria have in her hands? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What are the big, square cookies called? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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1. Choose the correct answer from a, b  , c or d : 

 
 

2. Circle the odd word out:  @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ZòÐÜn‚½a@òàÜØÛa@Þìy@ñŠöa…@É™@

 
 
3. Write four (4) sentences using the following words:               ZÝº@Éi‰a@kn×a          
 

animals hungry river big fish 
...................................................................................... 
...................................................................................... 
......................................................................................  
...................................................................................... 
...................................................................................... 
...................................................................................... 

 

 

  

Horses like to drink …………………..water. 
a sweet b dirty c fresh d salt 

A……………….eats small fish 
a pelican b spider c lizard d camel 

How tall……………..it? 
a is b are c do d does 

A snake is more dangerous ………………a fox. 
a than b then c that d the 

The giraffe is………………… 
a tall b taller c more tall d most tall 
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4. Read the text and answer the questions: 
 

My name is Hani. My uncle lives in fayoum. He has a big farm. He has 

a lot of animals. I see cows on the farm. I like cows very much. They 

aren’t dangerous. The cows give us meat and milk. I like to drink milk 

and eat cheese. Cows are mammals. They are very useful.  

a. Choose the correct answer from a, b , c or d : 

b. Answer the following questions: 

 

5. Read and match:      @                                                               ZÝº@Éi‰a@kn×a           
 

The crocodile  lives in the desert. 

Camels have than the pelican. 

The fennec fox water for a long time. 

The camel can live without large, flat feet. 

The bear is stronger  is huge and scary. 

① ② ③ ④ ⑤
 
6. Punctuate the following sentence:                         ZáîÓ�Ûa@pbßýÇ@É™          

a pelican has a beak  

…………………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ……………..give us meat and milk. 
a horses b donkeys c cows d monkeys 

Cows are……………… 
a mammals b people c donkeys d horses 

cows are very………………….. 
a dangerous b useful c small d bad 

Where does Hani’s uncle live?  
………………………………………………………………………………….. 

What does Hani’s uncle have? 
………………………………………………………………………………….. 




